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Impact in United Kingdom
Rachael Hemmings went on the Gardeniser course in March in London and was already

a very experienced community garden manager having worked as a community garden

manager at Arkwright meadows Community Garden for 14 years but she was looking for

a qualification that would significantly enhance her career development and broaden her

knowledge and skills base. Arkwright Meadows Community Garden
(www.amcgardens.co.uk) is a thriving community project. The Gardens are a green oasis

within walking distance of Nottingham City Centre. They are open to visitors throughout

the week providing a place for relaxation and recreation. They grow and sell organically

grown fruit and vegetables, provide volunteering, education and training, deliver a wealth

of community activities and offer meeting room hire. The garden is run by local people

and provides the Meadows with a well-loved resource which reflects and celebrates this

vibrant and diverse community. After the  training course Rachael said ‘You never stop

learning, never should. This course has galvanised skills, enhanced methods and delivery

and I have further confidence in my abilities. I have gained lots from my peers here and

hope to carry this on’. 
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The association CLAB (Conservatoire of Heritage Vegetable of Béarn) was created in 2013 to meet a crucial need: to provide

market gardening training for unemployed people and enable them to find work locally. The CLAB is located in a historical market

gardening area, the plain of Pau's Gave.Over the years, the association has become a showcase and a centre of excellence in the

fields of cultivated biodiversity, both in the fields of market gardening and arboriculture.The cultivated site of the association with

a surface area of 6500m2 has the particularity of combining in one place, a vegetable garden and an orchard, hence its name of

Orchard Garden.

- The vegetable garden presents collections of rare varieties of vegetables, medicinal, aromatic and dyeing plants. More than 500

species and/or varieties make up these collections. A 20m² pond hosts a very rich flora and fauna; it is a place of observation and

permanent amazement.

- The orchard is composed of about a hundred fruit trees, including about seventy apple trees of old local varieties. A fruit hedge

with multiple functions encircles the plot.

The garden and orchard are cultivated with the greatest respect for the soil, without chemical inputs. Everything is done to

preserve the various environments and ecosystems that have developed over time, thanks to the involvement of volunteers who

are sensitive to the preservation of nature and its biodiversity.

She then went on to do her Gardeniser internship in Rome in June and then hosted a number of interns at Arkwright  Meadows

Community Garden in September.

She says about hosting the internship: ‘We welcomed our European Gardeniser Brothers and Sisters to Nottingham. They visited

us for a week to complete the practical element of their course. It was great to catch up with my host from Rome, Christiano and

welcome Salvo also from Rome, Hannah from Germany and Giorgos and Aristea from Greece. We had the interns complete

various tasks to go towards their Gardeniser qualifications which included visits;  the group where welcomed by a number of our

community gardens across the city,  big thank you to Summerwood Community Gardens for a tour and lunch, Bulwell Forest

Garden, NOGS and Greens Mill Community Gardens for showing the group your wonderful facilities and letting us join working

sessions. We ended the week of activity with pizza making and a party with our staff and volunteers here on the Meadows

Community Gardens and we had such a great time with the group and so did all our partners. We wish the five all the best and

we hope that this qualification that many of us have gained, will keep us as UK community gardeners in close contact with our

great European counterparts.

Internships in France: testimony of the CLAB

In 2018, when I was a volunteer at the Jardin verger, I had the opportunity to

discover the association Pistes Solidaires and to meet Nicolas Condom,

European project manager who told me about the Gardeniser Pro training

project. Given my background and motivation, I was selected to participate in

this training course which took place in April in Manchester (GB). The purpose

of this course is to offer this training upon my return to France and to train

community garden leaders. After some adjustments to the initial programme,

Pistes Solidaires was able to set up a local group of 20 trainees and set up

the session "Become a Shared Garden Facilitator" which took place from 23

to 27 April 2019.

Newly hired as director of the Orchard Garden, I wanted to be present throughout the session in order to have a global vision

and ensure that my two days of intervention were in compliance. It was a great experience, both in terms of the innovation of the

session and the meeting with the trainees.

 

It is in this context that Chris and Rob, British European volunteers arrived on a beautiful sunny afternoon at the Orchard Garden

for their one-week practical internship (July 1-5).A short week to get to know each other and respond to a busy program:

theoretical and practical exchanges, various and varied contributions, all in English! A week during which real human relationships

were established. This is important. Connect and make Chris and Rob feel at home in the Orchard Garden. Thank you both for

your contributions, your adaptability, your humor so British...

I asked Hubert, vice-president of the association, and a "full-time" volunteer at the Jardin verger what he learned from this

experience. I have measured with the arrival of Chris and Rob but also Michela and Pietro, that we were part of a European

network. It's something I've never imagined before! On the other hand, it means that we are recognized for our skills. 
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Cologne, Thurner Hof, organic garden for adult education
What does it mean for us as a project to participate in the Gardeniser Pro programme through offering two places for the

internships? We did not know this when we accepted the request and that is in the nature of a pilot phase of such a

programme. After the two interns Marta and Pietro from Italy finally visited us (after some difficulties in finding a feasible date...)

for a week in September we can share our experiences.

 

So what does it mean to take part as a project in Gardeniser Pro? First of all, it meant work in advance for us – filling out forms,

finding dates, reading a long list of tasks to be done within one week and finding correlating work in the project. The high

standards that the Gardeniser-programme sets to itself and to all project-partners require a good preparation to bring the many

ideas and concepts to reality.  

 

Now that we have gone through the experience, we also know very well that it has been worth all the work! We received

plenty of support and helpful suggestions in return.

 

Marta and Pietro brought with them a lot of their own experience and working materials such as questionnaires from the

Gardeniser training course to the organic garden Thurner Hof in Cologne, an urban garden that exists for over 30 years now, and

they had a close look at the whole garden community:  What kind of security measures do we have? Have the current

gardeners  the same visions and expectations as the founders? Which options of public relation work do we use?In addition they

contributed with practical commitment: the cleaning up of beds, the measuring of a place for a new greenhouse, the sketching of

a new area for nursery pots and so on... 

 

In conclusion: Was it worth all the preparation for five days of internship? Now we can answer with a clear „Yes“, it really is.

And  we would be happy to participate in the next round of internships!

The Orchard Garden is coming out of its chrysalis, it is unfolding and I can only congratulate all the actors who contribute to this,

volunteers, Solidarity Trails, Erasmus+ and the European Union! Otherwise, to keep my feet on the ground, I am happy to be able

to welcome and meet people from other countries, they have an external perspective that helps us progress in all areas. Chris

and Rob have made suggestions for the Orchard Garden and I hope that some of them will be shared with the Board of Directors

in order to be able to set them up at the Orchard Garden in 2020".                   

Florence Bacou, director of the Orchard Garden. On 18.11.2019


